November 4, 2021
3:00 pm
Via ZOOM (Online)
Attendance:
Alister Wilson, CNRL
Bettina van Nieuwkerk, CWLC
Billy Joe Jensen, Pieridae
Brianna Laskosky, Student
Cole Thomson, TC Energy
Corporal Cuneyt Zanbak, RCMP
Darcy Allen, FAO
Darren Boyer, Lightcatch
Deb Skeels, CCCW
Debbie Baich, Town of RMH

Debbie Gastonguay, CCCW
Eric Berg, AER
Evan Kluk, Secure Energy
Glenn Miller, Ram Coal
Jeff Lennard, Community
Jerzey Maslanka, Community
Jesse Kirillo, Repsol
Judy Winter, Community
Ken Brophy, Ram Coal
Ken Hewitt, Community

Lyle Leadley, Keyera
Murray Welch, Community
Preston Seier, TC Energy
Rose Marie Sackela, Community
Spencer Sinclair, Paramount
Thalia Aspeslet, Pieridae
Vanessa Cartwright, Keyera Corp.
Rick Anderson, Facilitator
Dawn Thomas, Note taker

Introductions:
REVIEW AGENDA:
•

Reviewed & approved

REVIEW MEETING NOTES:
•

Reviewed October 7, 2021 meeting notes; Approved

UPDATES/ACTION ITEMS:
•

Joint Public Information Session for 2022 – Renewables

There has not been a lot of progress made on this. Still in the discussion phase with different
folks and making contacts.
Rick has talked to the facilitator of Central Alberta Synergy (CAS) and plans to attend their next
meeting and will find out then if they are interested in participating.
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MEMBER UPDATES/IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD:
Members present gave verbal updates. Only written updates submitted are included in the
meeting notes. Attendees shared activity updates, and information about local events. Please
provide any written updates to Rick via email (rick@rickandersonconsulting.com)

WRITTEN UPDATES:
Repsol
Repsol would like to notify you that we have granted permission for Yangarra Resources to
utilize 100,000m3 of water from our water storage site located at SW 3-38-7W5M. Yangarra is
required to apply for a Temporary Diversion Licence to the Alberta Energy Regulator to utilize
this water source. The water will be used for hydraulic fracturing operations for their proposed
wells on their pad located at 7-28-37-7W5M. Yangarra is proposing to begin their hydraulic
fracturing operations on or around November 11th 2021. Temporary above ground hoses will
be used to transport the water and they will begin laying the hoses and pumping water ahead
of their frac date (in early November). This is an opportunity for industry collaboration and
helps to reduce and mitigate industry’s overall footprint.
Repsol has not had any new development activity in 2021 and at this time, we do not have any
new development activity planned for early 2022. We will continue to keep you updated on
any new development plans.
AER
News Release 2021-10-21 - AER lays charges against Tidewater Midstream and Infrastructure
Ltd.
The Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) has laid charges against Tidewater Midstream and
Infrastructure Ltd. for a release of acidic water that flowed into a nearby creek. The release
occurred in October 2019 at Tidewater's Ram River sour gas processing plant near Rocky
Mountain House.
Earthquake in Rocky area 2021-10-21 - Alberta Geological Survey - Earthquake Dashboard
Bulletin 2021-41 - New functionality moving to OneStop
Well Directional Surveys - Licensees will be required to submit directional survey data using
new directional survey templates (.xlsx or.csv). These templates will be available on the
OneStop landing page on November 4, 2021 or by contacting the AER's Customer Contact
Centre prior to November 4, 2021.
We will host virtual training sessions on how to submit directional survey data through the
OneStop platform. More details, including registration, can be found on the Events page.
A new quick reference guide (QRG) will be posted on the OneStop landing page to support
directional surveys.
If you have questions about OneStop or this bulletin, contact the AER's Customer Contact
Centre by phone at 403-297-8311 (1-855-297-8311 toll free) or by email at inquiries@aer.ca.
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Bulletin 2021-42 - New Contamination Management Manual
The purpose of this manual is to assist industry in understanding the regulatory requirements
and expectations for remediating contamination related to oil and gas, in situ, and pipeline
activities regulated by the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER).
Stay Informed:
The business of making sure that energy development happens safely can be complex. To help
bring clarity to these complexities, the Alberta Energy Regulator created Resource, our website
for sharing stories and videos on energy development and how its regulated in Alberta.
Resource
For regular updates, please sign up for our News Release Subscription and Subscribe to Updates
Or visit us on Twitter, LinkedIn, and AER YouTube
Contact Information:
Phone: 1 855 297-8311
Email: Inquiries@aer.ca
Emergency 24-hour Response Line 1 800 222-6514
PRESENTATION(S):
•

Bursary Wrap Up – Brianna Laskosky

Brianna gave a brief verbal update on her experience with the West Central Stakeholders
synergy group as the student member for 2020-2021. She shared her experience in seeing the
value of building relationships and in collaboration. She gave some examples of how she is
using these experiences as she goes forward in her career and in working with fellow students
on projects.
•

Lightcatch App – Darren Boyer

Darren Boyer (founder of Lightcatch) gave a slide presentation with an overview of the
Lightcatch App. The app is free and is available to the public for reporting/tracking potential
stolen property or criminal activities in real-time, and has proven to be effective
Darren gave an explanation of how the app works, and gave examples of some of the positive
results achieved. He also discussed some of the features that are built in to help maintain
privacy where required.
Corporal Zanbak from the RCMP detachment in Parkland County gave some of his thoughts on
the app and his encouragement for people to utilize it. While the app is not an official tool of
the RCMP, some have downloaded it personally.
Several of the industry members were interested in taking the information back to their
companies for further discussion. Darren will provide his presentation to Rick to circulate to
the industry members and anyone else that might be interested.
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DISCUSSION ITEMS:
•

Crime Committee

Discussion regarding a hosting a focused meeting drawing crime watch groups, synergy,
industry, RCMP, and other groups who have interest in rural industry issues in our
communities. This initiative would be looking a developing a synergistic approach to sharing
information, learning, and potential tool. It was suggested that WCS as a synergy group would
be an obvious proponent of the idea. It was also noted that the issue is a community issue and
all WCS members are part of the community, and we are all impacted by it. The general
consensus was that there would be interest in having a meeting focused on this topic. Rick will
move forward with this initiative.
•

Induced Seismicity

Eric Berg gave a brief presentation regarding the earthquake that was reported in October in
the Rocky Mountain House area. He indicated that given the depth of the epicenter of the
quake (approx. 9 kms below the surface), it is being classed as natural occurring and not
induced by industry activity. He shared the AER website and where this data is housed and
tracked. There was a lot of interest in this topic and some questions specific to industry activity
and proximity to where the epicentre of the earthquake was reported. Eric has offered to be
available for any questions regarding this.

Next Meeting(s): December 2, 2021 (via ZOOM) 3:00-5:00 pm
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